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Review of July 2018

Please send sightings reports for  August,  no  later  than  6th  September  2018  to:  Ian  &  Keith  Davison,  The  
Bungalow, Branton, Powburn, NE66 4LW or Tel: 01665 578 357 or email to redsquirrel@alnwickwildlifegroup.
co.uk Copies of the monthly Newsletter and sightings will be made available on the web site one month after 
the paper publication.

AWG  welcomes  contributions for the newsletter and  items for inclusion should be submitted by the 12th of 
the month to redsquirrel@alnwickwildlifegroup.co.uk

September Meeting  – Wednesday September 26th  – “Restoring Ratty” Water Vole reintroduction  – 
Graham Holyoak

An impudent fungus

One of our members, Phil Jobson in Alnwick, keeps a good eye out in his garden for interesting fungi.  Normally 
we might think of autumn as the time for good mushrooms, but in the middle of the July heat Phil found and 
photographed this splendid specimen.

In English it’s called the Common Stinkhorn, but you 
might think its Latin name is more accurately descriptive 
– Phallus impudicus.  The English name comes from the 
fact that its spores are dispersed by flies and as the 
mushroom matures it develops a very unpleasant smell 
of rotting flesh to attract them.



A RINGERS YEAR 

July 2018:  Before I get around to reporting on the opening up of the Howick Ringing station this month I wanted 
to briefly relate the story of an unusual evening spent on a housing estate in Morpeth.  My original ringing 
trainer contacted me to join him and a small group of others to inspect some Swift nest boxes.  Because we 
would be wandering around houses in the dusk with long-ladders (and potentially attracting the attention of the 
local Neighbourhood Watch) the group had to be small but as it turned out we only had to visit a few houses in 
the same street to locate quite a lot of swifts.  A local enthusiast (who I can put anyone seriously interested in 
some tips about Swift nest-boxes - in touch with) has placed Swift boxes (some of concrete and others of wood) 
high up on his own house but also of other folks around Morpeth.  Having got them to breed satisfactorily he is 
now interested in them being recorded, ringed and tracked so we can all learn more about these unusual and 
threatened birds.  Folks often think they are related to swallows and martins but they are not; in-fact they are 
in a very distinct group that have very weak legs; such that they cannot come to the ground or perch on wires.  
They feed on the wing and sleep on the wing and only settle in high natural nest holes, in house roofs and in 
boxes.  Arriving back from Africa (Zaire, Tanzania, Zimbabwe and Mozambique) in April they don’t nest until May 
or June.  Incubation takes 20 plus days and fledging another 40 odd; hence the young are not flying until August 
and by that time some adults are back in Africa.  In the hand they have beautiful plumage and very sharp little 
clawed feet (see pict.).

Ringing near home has been limited to only catching a small number of Siskins this month.  Usually consisting of 
an adult bird, with one or two of its offspring coming to feed on Niger seeds.  One of the adults was a retrapped 
female that had been ringed herself 12 months ago as a juvenile in the same place. 

Ringing at Howick for the first time this year, on the 13th; netted 34 new birds and 3 retraps.  The first bird was 
a retrapped Robin ringed at Howick back on the 18/11/14 as a juvenile but now a breeding female. Of the new 
birds the noisiest was a young Jay (we rarely catch Jays because the adults are just too clever) while it was good 
to see (and explain to trainees how to distinguish between) juvenile Willow Warblers and Chiffchaffs.  There was 
the usual assortment of tits, finches and other small resident passerines; and just one adult Swallow.

Ringing on the 14th proved just too hot and bright for the birds and the birders so we finished early.  We did 
catch 15 new birds and 4 retraps; one of these was a male Great Tit in a full Main Moult (replacing its flight 
feathers and tail) that had been ringed as an adult back on 17/10/15.  On the 20th we managed 11 new birds and 
3 retraps.  Two of the new birds were Swallows both adults.  We did much better on the 21st catching 28 new 
birds and 8 retraps.  The new birds included our first juvenile Swallow along with 3 adults; all the adults were 
females that appeared to have finished breeding.  It’s not looking like a very good year for swallow productivity.  

Despite the threat of rain we setup on the 27th and immediately started catching lots of birds including two 
juvenile Nuthatch (see pict.) together with an adult male a little later (probably one of the parents).  There were 
a number of juvenile birds: including Blackcaps; giving us the task of trying to work out which would turn out 
to be male (black crowns) and female (brown crowns) which is not always straightforward in a young bird (see 
pict.); and Chiffchaffs.  The Blackcaps come into the Arboretum to find berries while the other warblers are 
mostly looking for small insects.  We also captured a whole family of juvenile Bullfinch (see pict.), a tiny young 
Goldcrest and a Treecreeper.  Treecreepers are always fascinating in the hand because they cannot perch upright 
like most small birds; as they have evolved to grip bark and travel mouse-like in trees looking for insects (see 
pict.).  Proceedings were terminated quickly by a thunderstorm at 11:30 but not before we had captured 57 new 
birds and 9 retraps.

Anyone interesting in ringing is invited to get in touch.  Regular ringing continues this month at Howick Arboretum, 
on most Friday and Saturday mornings, and continues into the Autumn (you can just come to watch).

Phil Hanmer 
‘A’ Ringer/Trainer Natural History Society of Northumbria Ringing Group (Hancock Museum) 

E-mail: tytoalbas@btinternet.com





PLANT CORNER 

Last year I subjected you to several articles about the weeds in my garden, even challenging you to a couple of 
photo quizzes.  This year I’ve so far steered clear of garden weeds, but not this month!  The thing that has stirred 
me to return to the topic is that I’ve found three new weeds and I feel the need to share them with you.  Two 
of these are species that I know from elsewhere, and the third is one that has come from birdseed and I haven’t 
seen it before.  
 
Given the extreme dryness of our summer, one of the least likely of the trio of weeds first appeared in our 
driveway in June.  We always have various willowherbs as garden weeds – broadleaved, American, marsh, short-
fruited and rosebay, but this new one is very untypical of willowherbs in general.  Always, in the wider 
countryside, you find it on damp rocky ground, often beside streams and by forest tracks.  It looks very unlike 
the rest of the genus Epilobium, growing prostrate and with small bronze roundish leaves.  The giveaways are 
the fruits which are long and thin and in every respect willowherbish.  My photo of the one in our drive has the 
flower and developing fruit rather out of focus, but the presence of the long thin fruit which will soon split 
lengthways to release downy seeds is reasonably clear.  The puzzle is that we’ve never had New Zealand 
Willowherb Epilobium brunnescens before and it has chosen the hottest, driest season for decades to appear 
for the first time, to grow, flower, fruit, shrivel and die.  
 

 
 

Then there’s the rather nice, smart-looking umbelliferous species that I’ve occasionally found before as a late-
summer crop weed in the Titlington Mount fields.  Sometimes the members of the family Apiaceae, which 
includes Cow Parsley and Hogweed can be a bit difficult to tell apart, but this one has a very clear feature which 
is its trademark.  Below each cluster of small flowers is a set of longish thin structures called bracteoles which 
droop downwards.  You can see them clearly in the right hand photo on the next page.  There are usually three 
of them in each cluster, and when you combine these with the cow parsley-like leaves and the complete 
hairlessness of the whole plant, the identification is quite clear.  (On the left hand photo you will also see one 
of the banes of our gardening life – a rabbit burrow.) 

The plant is Fool’s Parsley Aethusa cynapium, so called because it is toxic and in the past the similarity of its 
leaves to some forms of culinary parsley have led to cases of quite serious poisoning. 



      

Finally there’s my new plant.  Leaving aside the fact that it is growing right underneath our bird feeders and the 
leaves have been pecked by pheasants and are generally a bit the worse for wear, the flowers are very 
distinctive.  A couple of weeks later than these photos were taken a couple of more-or-less spherical prickly 
fruits started to develop which confirmed my identification as Thorn-apple Datura stramonium.  There may be 
some poorly pheasants about because all parts of the plant are poisonous. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Richard 



QUARRYHOUSE WALK – 4TH AUGUST 2018 

 
On a beautiful, sunny Sunday morning eleven of us met up at Quarryhouse Farm on the moorland above 
Chillingham Park.  Jim Clark’s carefully arranged plans had been rather messed up by the weather.  So he had 
decided that we would look at what remained of the quarry ponds and then, instead of struggling through dry 
moorland and shoulder-high bracken towards Chatton Sandyfords, we would walk down to his house at 
Harehope, visiting the ruined farmhouse at Blawearie on the way.  He would then ferry drivers back to their 
cars on the moor. 
 
As it turned out the ponds were much more interesting than Jim had feared.  This area is a limestone 
outcropping on the otherwise acidic sandstone moorland and the ponds are in deep hollows in the old limestone 
quarry.  The birdlife was rather sparse and we saw none of the newts for which the ponds are designated as a 
SSSI.  The Odonata were a different matter and there were good numbers of both damselflies and dragonflies, 
some laying eggs in the surface of the water.  And there was plenty of plant interest.  Janet Chubb kindly made 
a species list of the more interesting things (well, she was the only one who admitted to having brought a 
notebook!).  It is mainly her list at the end of this article. 
 
We spent rather longer at the ponds than we had expected, so it was nearly 11.45 when we set out for Blawearie 
in what was now hot sunshine.  It was still possible to see some plants of interest, particularly rushes and sedges, 
but the track-side ditches were all bone dry and the whole moorland was disappointingly unpromising apart 
from the Heather that was already coming into its flowering period – rather earlier than usual. 
 
There were butterflies about – small copper, wall, various whites, small skipper, peacock and red admiral and 
Alan Fairclough noted some moths.  Graham, Andrew and Meg had turned back to the cars, having other 
scheduled commitments, but not before Meg had become the AWG Rushes expert – we found Soft, Compact, 
Hard, Heath, Sharp-flowered, Jointed and Toad. 
 
Jim had predicted that the distance from the cars to his house was about 2¼ miles, but subsequent map 
measurements showed it to have been about 3½.  We stopped at the oasis of Blawearie (see photo) and had a 
sit in the shade of the big horse-chestnut tree.  Eventually we reached Harehope Hillend by about 1.45 where 
Elma provide some most welcome tea and biscuits. 
 
 

 
Ian, Jim, Alan, Joyce, Carolyn (+ banana!), Gordon and Janet 



Sightings List 

BIRDS       
Buzzard Linnet Swallow Starling Meadow Pipit Carrion Crow Mallard 

       

BUTTERFLIES       
Large White Green-veined 

White 
Small White Painted Lady Small Copper Small  Peacock 

Red Admiral Wall Dark-green 
Fritillary 

    

       

MOTHS       
July High-flier Silver Y Fox Moth 

caterpillar 
Various micro-
moths 

   

       

ODONATA       

Blue Damselfly Emerald 
Damselfly 

Large Red 
Damselfly 

Common 
Hawker 

Southern 
Hawker 

Common 
Darter 

Black Darter 

       

OTHERS       

Whirligig 
Beetles 

Froghoppers Froglet     

       

PLANTS       

Bottle Sedge Common 
Yellow Sedge 

Unbranched 
Bur-reed 

Bog Pondweed Marsh 
Lousewort 

Marsh 
Horsetail 

Marsh 
Willowherb 

American 
Willowherb 

Marsh Thistle Spear Thistle Fen Bedstraw Lesser 
Spearwort 

Butterwort Eyebright 
sp. 

Sneezewort Mouse-eared 
Hawkweed 

Compact Rush Soft Rush Hard Rush Sharp-
flowered Rush 

Jointed Rush 

Toad Rush Heath Rush Ling Heather Bell Heather Cross-leaved 
Heath 

Green-ribbed 
Sedge 

 

 

                             

         Unbranched Bur-reed   Dark-green Fritillary on Marsh Thistle 

Richard 



STEWCHAT…        LOOKING FOR AN OLD LADY AND THE ART OF SUGARING. 

I have been moth trapping in our garden on a regular basis since 2009. Over the years a respectable number of 
species have turned up including some firsts for the VC68 list and even Northumberland. Still though, a couple 
of nationally common enough species have eluded capture so it was time to try another approach. 

Before the creation of the widely used electric light traps that bring us big catches at present, other methods 
had to be deployed by our lepidopterist forefathers in order to catch a few moths to pin in mahogany cabinets. 
One in particular drew my attention.  Sugaring. 

Sugaring is based on the fact that moths will feed on the weeping sap from wounded trees or from the 
honeydew secreted by aphids. Moths and butterflies are well known to feed on rotting fruit in orchards or from 
brambles, over ripe, but still on the bush. 

Some species are more attracted to this than others, and when those species are not so strongly pulled to a 
light source, even better. Up here in Northumberland, my two scarce targets were the unusually named  Old 
Lady Mormo maura  and the Red Underwing Catocala nupta. These are very large and dramatic species and 
well worth a little time spent in the planning for their capture. 

What is 'Sugar'? 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It is a simple concoction made up as follows -  
 
A bottle of brown ale. 
A bag of dark brown sugar. 
A tin of treacle or syrup. 
 

Pour the beer into  a large pan and bring to the boil. Do this gently to stop it frothing over. Simmer,  allowing 
the alcohol and fizz to boil away. Then pour in the sugar and treacle. Gently simmer for a further 15 mins or so 
stirring regularly until all mixed. I like to stir in a couple of over ripe pears and a blackened banana, mashed, 
while simmering. Mash in the pan so it looks like the liquid below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-jOd_kAznVIk/W2s0G8uv5OI/AAAAAAAAi7w/9drVkCUvMIojHwjTk9O0pEME9_hY8hkvwCKgBGAs/s1600/20180730_184205.jpg
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-jh5TLDblmsY/W2s0Gx2I0oI/AAAAAAAAi7w/aHOTU2F9IZEmxa03yHjJfjT7k8fE1i2qgCKgBGAs/s1600/20180730_190142.jpg


Allow to cool, and decant into the treacle tin or large jars. The mix will keep for a couple of years, but watch for 
fermentation in case it blows the top off or breaks the jar. I keep mine in the shed. 

Some sources advocate mixing some amyl nitrate, pear drops, or rum into it later but this can be harmful to the 
moths, getting them drunk, lethargic and liable to predation from mice, toads etc when they fall to the ground. 

You can add out of date jam, or more mashed pears later if you wish. 

I use it in two ways.  

1. Take a large plate or saucer, mine is a terracotta plant pot base dish. Keep some old fruit to be well over ripe 
such as pears, plums, peaches, blackberries and banana. Juicy fruits seem to be best but banana over done, 
certainly is an attractant. Its not an exact science so experiment. 

I then drizzle some sugar mix over the fruit platter like gravy to finish. Place the dish in a sheltered wind free 
spot but not in an obscured area, moths like a clear flight line. Top the sauce up nightly and replace fruit as 
required.   

2. Take a 1 or 2 inch decorating paint brush and simply paint a strip on a vertical surface such as a tree trunk, 
fence posts or whatever, but make sure its not where someone will lean on it or sit on it the next day. Top up 
your spots regularly and it will be permanently attractive. 

That’s about it really. 

It is most attractive from early dusk to midnight when things seem to go quiet. I check mine every half an hour 
or so. During the day, the plate is attractive to Red Admirals, Speckled Woods, probably Comma though I'm still 
waiting for that one, and of course wasps, so make sure it is in a quiet part of your garden. It does the job of 
keeping the wasps busy, so they dont come after you when you are having a drink outside! 

Sugaring is a difficult thing to predict the results. Warm, humid, nights with a light breeze to waft the scent 
seems best. From July through to late October is the main season. 

Even though my sugar spots are only feet from the 125w mv Robinson trap, I have still not caught an Old Lady 
at light but have had up to three together on my sugar when until now there had only been 4 records in the 
vice county in total... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1: The Old Lady dwarfs a Large Yellow Underwing. 

 



 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stewart Sexton, Howick. 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Red Underwing 

 

 

Figure 3: Old Lady 

 



Northumberland’s Fritillaries

The United Kingdom boasts eight species of Butterfly whose name ends in the exotic word “Fritillary”. Of those 
eight, which breed within our shores, Northumberland only has two, but both of them are a visual delight.

The name Fritillary comes from the Latin “fritillaria” which is best translated as – chequerboard pattern – in 
reference to the insects chequered wings which are predominantly in the colours of black and orange.

The two Northumbrian residents are both chequered in appearance but worlds apart in terms of their size and 
habitat preferences.

The more uncommon of the two is the diminutive Small 
Pearl-bordered Fritillary which  is  to  be  found  mainly  in  
forest clearings and glades as at Harwood and Kielder in 
the west of the county. However to my knowledge, there 
is a small presence near Rothbury.

As with many other butterfly species, Small Pearl-bordered 
Fritillaries are colonial by nature, preferring to live their 
lives in a confined area of suitable habitat. The favoured 
food  plants  of  this  species  are  Common  Dog  Violet  and  
Marsh Violet. Most sites with this kind of flora tend to be 
small and therefore it is very difficult for the species to 
disperse any distance.

Typically, when observing an occupied site in June or July, one’s attention will be caught by males with their 
rapid gliding flight, as they patrol low over vegetation, seeking out females with which to mate. The females, 
post mating, can then be observed to be on the lookout for violets on which to lay their eggs and on which their 
eventual larvae will feed.

The Dark Green Fritillary  is  a  much  more  common  insect  but  no  
less attractive for all that. It is bigger and has a preference for very 
different habitats to the Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary 

If you take a walk along the coastal path or wander among sand dunes 
during July and August you have every chance of catching up with this 
species. It  can also turn up in forest clearings and I have even seen 
them on heather moorland.

Males can be seen flying very fast and powerfully, often wandering 
well  away  from  their  breeding  grounds,  in  search  of  females.  The  
female, which is slightly larger and less strikingly orange, tends to be 
more sedentary and like the Small Pearl- bordered female prefers to 
locate violets around which to lay her eggs.

Both sexes are strongly attracted to flower-rich habitats, particularly 
favouring a range of purple flowers like knapweed and thistles.

As with all our insect life, both these species are in decline, but currently appear to be sufficiently ensconced in 
our county for us to be able to marvel at their beauty for the foreseeable future.

Mick McMahon



SLIME MOULDS

After over 70 years of observing and enjoying nature, despite never having knowingly seen slime mould before, 
we came across two different species in the space of a fortnight. The first, False Puffball Slime Mould Enteridium 
lycoperdon, was seen on July 7th on the Alnwick Wildlife Group walk along the north bank of the river Aln 
(NU 204 134). We noticed a white blob, about 60 mm across, on a fallen Alder trunk and assumed it to be a 
type of fungus, as there appeared to be brown fungus spores from an ‘exploded’ puffball. After checking our 
photo on Google Images and Wikipedia, we found that it was one of the more obvious species of slime mould, 
typically seen in its reproductive phase as a white ‘swelling’ on standing dead trees or large pieces of fallen 
wood, commonly Alder.

According to Wikipedia, the slime mould has two phases in its life cycle: an actively feeding plasmodial stage 
and a reproductive sporangial stage. The plasmodial phase is mobile and multi-nucleate, formed by the fusion of 
single cells and typically amoeboid in its movements. The sporangial phase is spherical, elongate or globular, 50 
to 80 mm across, at first highly glutinous in appearance.  Later a smooth white or silvery surface develops, which 
eventually splits to expose a brown spore mass beneath.  Apparently E. lycoperdon is named ‘caca de luna’ or 
‘Moon’s excrement’ by the locals in the state of Veracruz in Mexico.

The second species,  Scrambled Egg or  Dog Vomit  
Slime Mould Fuligo septica, was seen on July 18th 
on a tree-stump in a clear-felled plantation in 
Holystone Wood (NT 950 027). Again, according to 
Wikipedia, F. septica is common, with a world-wide 
distribution and is often found on bark mulch in 
urban areas after heavy rain or excessive watering. 

The aggregated cells  which form the plasmodium 
may move in an amoeboid-like fashion during the 
search  for  nutrients.  The  plasmodium  eventually  
transforms  into  a  sponge-like  sporangial  phase,  
analagous to the spore-bearing fruiting body of a 
mushroom.  It  then  degrades,  darkening  in  colour  
and releases its dark-coloured spores.

Thank you to Google Images and Wikipedia without which we might never have been able to identify our unusual 
findings.

Andrew and Meg Keeble

False Puffball Slime Mould Brown spore mass with ‘ripe’ phase

Scrambled Egg or Dog Vomit Slime Mould



 

WALKS  
 
So to the last scheduled walk of the season for AWG.  What effect the hot dry weather will prove to 
have had on the Waxcaps remains to be seen, but elsewhere in this newsletter Phil Jobson’s record 
of Common Stinkhorn in July and the sighting of several Field Mushrooms in early August by the 
River Till might suggest that the fungal world may not care too much about the dryness. 
 
Our thanks are due to all who have suggested and led walks this year and to all who have come along 
to enable the leaders to feel the effort has been worthwhile. 
 
SATURDAY 22nd September    Shepherds Law for waxcaps etc.   Richard & Jane.   

Nothing is certain with fungi, but we’ll hope the waxcaps are up and in good fettle.  If not  
we’ll indulge in a good walk through Beanley Plantation.  Meet at the point where the  
bridleway crosses the minor road between the A697 and Eglingham at 10.30am.  Park tidily  
where you can on the verge.  We’ll aim to be back at the cars by 1.00 at the latest.  Stout 
footwear. 
O.S. Landranger 81   O.S. Explorer 332   Grid Ref  NU 084 167 

 
 
 

 
 
 



TICKS 

On the last Sunday in July some members may have watched the edition of Countryfile on BBC TV which among 
other items included a report on Ticks and the danger of Lyme Disease.  Almost by definition members of a 
wildlife group are more likely to be out and about in the countryside than your average member of the public 
and I was a bit concerned that while the Countryfile piece talked quite a bit about the dangers it didn’t really 
say too much about what you can do about the problem if you continue to want to go out on moorland and 
grassland.  So an article in our newsletter seemed appropriate, even if by the end of August the main tick season 
is about over. 

Ticks are a group of small invertebrates whose chosen method of existence is to latch on to suitable host species 
– usually mammals or birds – and feed by sucking their blood.  The particular genus of ticks that we are 
concerned with is Ixodes and world-wide there are … wait for it … no fewer than 247 species.  Most are very 
host-specific and the species that is of most relevance in Europe is Ixodes ricinus, the Sheep Tick. 

Ticks have a quite unusual life-cycle involving three different hosts.  All three stages, larvae, nymphs and adults 
are blood sucking, but it is usually only the nymphs and adults that are likely to bite humans. 

 

None of these stages of the tick’s life-cycle involve flying or even jumping behaviour.  The animals just climb 
grass stems and wait for a potential host to brush past.  A bit of personal experience may be helpful here.  This 
year I’ve removed five ticks from myself and none of them seem to have been the adult females which are the 
ones that really swell up as they fill with blood.  When we had a dog she would often get adult female ticks, but 
do bear in mind that even when swollen with blood they are still small.  I’m convinced that the ones I’ve 
removed from myself are almost always the nymph stages (the one on the left in this photo). 

 

Because they are so small the time you are likely to find them on you is when you 
realise you’ve got a small but itchy “insect” bite and when you look at it you can 
see a tiny black thing in the centre.  That’s the tick.  Whatever you do at that 
stage don’t try to remove it by scratching at it.  Firstly they are remarkably good 
at clinging on with their biting mouthparts embedded in your skin and secondly, 
even if you were to manage to scratch off the body of the tick, you would 
inevitably leave behind the mouthparts and end up with an infected bite. 

 



So, if you do get bitten by one or more ticks, what is the danger of you getting infected with the bacteria that 
cause Lyme Disease?  The answer is that there’s a very small chance.  Only a tiny proportion of the tick 
population actually carries the disease and the advice seems to suggest that normally even an infected tick 
needs to have been attached to you for at least 48 hours before there is any transmission of the bacteria. 

That’s fortunate because Lyme disease can be quite nasty and the effects of infection can persist for many 
months or even years.  I’m not going to try to frighten you even more by listing the possible symptoms suffered 
by infected humans, but they can be severe and debilitating.  The usual indication that a tick bite has caused a 
Lyme disease infection is that around the bite a reddened ring develops, sometimes described as looking like a 
target. 

The real questions then are (a) how can I prevent or discourage tick bites and (b) what should I do if I find a tick 
bite on me? 

One solution would of course be to wear a full body protection suit when going out in the 
countryside between spring and autumn.  The photo shows a member of AWG suitably 
equipped to avoid tick bites.  It’s just possible that you might think this would be a bit over-
the-top. 

Simple measures like wearing long trousers and tucking the bottoms into your socks, plus 
wearing a long-sleeved top could be sensible, as would using insect repellent which can 
deter ticks from choosing you as a host.  Public Health England also suggests sticking to 
clearly-defined paths, but if you are botanising or searching for moths or other 
invertebrates that’s not really helpful advice. 

 

It does, however, really make sense to check yourself for ticks after a day in the field.  It can help to get someone 
to check your less-accessible bits like the backs of thighs.  Also, if you can feel an insect bite somewhere that 
you can’t see, it helps to have someone look at it closely to see if it’s a tick bite rather than just a bite from any 
of the nasty flying things like midges or clegs.  Remember a tick bite will have the small black tick visible at the 
centre of the itchy swelling. 

If you find a tick, you then need to remove it in a way that won’t leave the tick mouthparts still attached to you.  
I use the small plastic tick remover that we used on the dog.  There are various types available in, as the saying 
goes, “all good pet shops”.  Alternatively you can use fine ended tweezers that can grip the tick just below the 
head.  Don’t use hair-removal tweezers because they will just squash the animal and actually help to further 
inject any infected material into you.  Once you’ve gripped the beast below the head with your chosen 
implement you must pull it upwards firmly but steadily so the whole thing is detached from your skin.  It used 
to be advised that you should twist as you pull, but current advice seems to be to pull straight upwards.  Once 
you’ve removed the tick it makes sense to put some antiseptic on the bite and then to keep an eye on the bite 
area for several days. 

One final thing.  Lyme disease is not easy to diagnose but effective treatment is much easier if the disease can 
be identified early.  So if you have a tick bite that persists and begins to show anything like the red “target” 
effect shown in the photo above, go to see the doctor and make sure (s)he understands that this was a definite 
tick bite that is now causing concern, rather than ‘just’ an insect bite.  Antihistamines will treat the swelling and 
itching but will not be sufficient if the bite is infected with the Lyme disease bacteria. 

Some members may prefer to see the formal advice offered by Public Health England, so I’m providing that as 
well, on the next two pages. 
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or the local park 

• ticks m
ainly attach to anim

als, but som
etim

es they m
ay bite you or 

your fam
ily 

• you can prevent tick bites by w
alking on clearly defined paths, 

using insect repellent and perform
ing reg

ular tick checks 

• som
e tick bites can result in infection, so it is im

portant to rem
ove 

ticks safely and as quickly as possible 

• the safest w
ay to rem

ove a tick is by using a pair of fi
ne-tip

p
ed

 
tw

eezers or a tick rem
oval tool 

• contact your G
P

 or dial N
H

S
 111 p

ro
m

p
tly if you begin to feel 

unw
ell w

ith flu-like sym
ptom

s or develop a spreading circular red 
rash. R

em
em

ber to tell them
 you w

ere bitten by a tick or have 
recently spent tim

e outdoors 

M
o

re info
rm

atio
n

For m
ore inform

ation, search for the phrases 'ticks' and 'Lym
e disease' 

on these w
ebsites: w

w
w

.nhs.uk  w
w

w
.g

o
v.uk

Enjoy the outdoors but
‘b

e tick aw
are’
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W
hat are ticks?
Ticks are sm

all, spider-like creatures that 
feed on the blood of anim

als, including 
people. The size of a tick can vary, 

w
ith a larva being as sm

all as a tiny 
freckle, and fully fed fem

ales sim
ilar 

in size to a baked bean. 

W
here d

o
 yo

u fi
nd

 
ticks?
Ticks survive in m

any habitats, 
but prefer m

oist areas w
ith leaf 

litter or longer grass, like in 
w

oodland, grassland, m
oorland, 

heathland and som
e urban parks 

and gardens. Ticks don't fly or 
jum

p. They w
ait on vegetation for a 

host to pass by, and then clim
b on. 

They bite and attach to the skin and 
feed on blood for several days, before 

dropping off. Ticks are found throughout 
the year, but are m

ost active betw
een 

spring and autum
n.

A
vo

id
ing

 ticks
• w

alk on clearly defined paths to avoid brushing against vegetation
• w

ear light-coloured clothes so ticks can be spotted and brushed off
• use repellents such as D

E
E

T
• carry out a tick check

C
arry o

ut a tick check
M

ake it a habit to check your clothes and body regularly for ticks w
hen 

outdoors and again w
hen you get hom

e. C
heck your children and pets 

as w
ell.

Ticks prefer w
arm

, m
oist places on your body, such as the groin, w

aist, 
arm

 pits, behind the knee and hair lines, so look out for anything as tiny 
as a freckle or a speck of dirt. Young children are com

m
only bitten on 

the head/scalp so need to be carefully checked around the neck, in and 
behind the ears and along the hairline. 

If yo
u have b

een b
itten

• rem
ove ticks as soon as possible

• the safest w
ay to rem

ove a tick is to use a 
pair of fi

ne-tip
p

ed
 tw

eezers or a tick 
rem

oval tool
• grasp the tick as close to the skin as possible
• pull upw

ards slow
ly and firm

ly, as m
outhparts 

left in the skin can cause a local infection
• clean the bite area, and m

onitor it for several w
eeks 

for any changes
• contact your G

P
 prom

ptly if you begin to feel unw
ell w

ith flu-like 
sym

ptom
s or develop a spreading circular red rash. R

em
em

ber to tell 
them

 you w
ere bitten by a tick or have recently spent tim

e outdoors
Tick in the environm

ent

Tick attached to skin

Lyme disease bullseye rash

Tick found under hair

Tick rem
oval w

ith tw
eezers

M
ain health risks

• ticks can som
etim

es transm
it m

icrobes that m
ay cause hum

an 
diseases such as Lym

e disease. It is im
portant to be Lym

e disease 
aw

are and see your G
P

 prom
ptly for diagnosis and treatm

ent if you 
recognise the sym

ptom
s w

hich can include:
- a flu-like illness, fatigue and m

uscle and joint pain
- a characteristic expanding red rash, erythem

a m
igrans (present in 

m
any but not all cases)

• you m
ay not alw

ays rem
em

ber being bitten by a tick, so if you have 
spent tim

e outdoors and develop any of these sym
ptom

s, seek 
advice from

 your G
P

 or dial N
H

S
 111.

• lym
e disease can be treated w

ith a course of antibiotics. W
ithout 

treatm
ent, m

ore serious conditions can develop such as sw
elling in 

som
e joints or problem

s w
ith the nerves and heart, so prevention and 

early detection are key.

S
izes

com
pared

to a one 
penny coin



NATURE NEWS FROM THE CHAIRMAN 

Until the last week, the weather has been very warm with little precipitation.  This has seen an explosion of 
insects.  A new species to me was a Birch saw-fly.  This is the size of a bumblebee, if not bigger and has a serious 
set of jaws.  Another highlight was the discovery of a Portland moth in a moth trap at Akeld on the 11th August.  
This is a nationally scarce moth that favours sand dunes and heaths.  Small numbers are regularly found on the 
Northumberland coast.  Further investigation needs to be made over the coming years to determine whether 
this was an immigrant or part of an unknown breeding population.  Other highlights of the night included a 
Brindle green, Copper underwing sp. and a Sallow kitten (all relatively rare moths in Northumberland). 

Bad news from the House martins nests.  It had been presumed that the pairs birds had started to lay after a 
two or three days of the males singing.  Unfortunately, this has turned out to be a false dawn.   There has been 
very little activity from both nests over the last four weeks.  It would appear that both pairs have deserted the 
nests after successfully raising three chicks each.  Hopefully, the birds will return in 2019 and breed again.  
Literature research would suggest pairs will desert nests if there is a build-up of parasites. 

What to look for in September:  Darter dragonflies 

There are two darter dragonflies that can be seen in September; Common darter and Black darter.  Both species 
are relatively common but in different habitats. 

Common darter 

Flight Period: July to October  

A summer and autumn species, this dragonfly can be 
found well into November and may be one of the last 
on the wing in the UK.  The thorax in both sexes is 
brown above with poorly defined stripes and yellow 
panels on the sides. The eyes are brown above and 
yellow below. The legs are black with a diagnostic 
yellow stripe along their length.  Males becomes a 
bright orange-red as they mature.  The female is pale, 
yellowish-brown abdomen often developing red 
markings along the segment boundaries and medial 
line as they age. 

 

Black darter 

Flight period: June to October (occasionally early November) 

This small heathland and moorland species is the only UK black dragonfly 
(males).  The legs are entirely black.  There is a constriction of the 
abdomen giving a club-shaped appearance.  The male becomes 
extensively black with maturity.  Some yellow markings remain along the 
sides of the abdomen and thorax.  Females and immature males have a 
yellow abdomen and brown thorax marked with a black triangle on top.  
The side of the thorax and the lower part of the abdomen is strongly 
marked in black. 

 

Happy searching.  Jack Daw 



SIGHTINGS  JULY  2018
BIRDS
Manx Shearwater 3 off Seahouses on 8th 
Little Egret 11 at Budle Bay on 15th 
Great White Egret 1 at Widdrington Lake on 28th 
Brent Goose 8 on Holy Island shoreline on 25th 
Goosander 24 at Amble Harbour on 30th 7 juveniles on River Aln on 7th 
Kestrel 1 at Alnwick on 20th 
Sparrowhawk 1 at Alnwick on 1st 
Grey Partridge 2 in Harthope on 9th 
Golden Plover 30 at Cullernose on 13th and 200 by 31st  
Knot 1 at Newton Scrape on 22nd 
Avocet 2 at Newton Scrape on 5th 
Oystercatcher 32 at Holy Island causeway on 15th 
Turnstone 1 on Holy Island causeway on 15th 
Green Sandpiper 1 at Branton Ponds on 27th 1 at Doddington Bridge o 30th 
Wood Sandpiper 1 at Druridge Pools on 7th and 1 on 30th 1 at East Chevington on 31st 
Pectoral Sandpiper 1 at Druridge Pools on 7th 1 at East Chevington on 31st 
Curlew Sandpiper 1 at Cresswell Pond on 30th 1 at East Chevington on 30th 
Ruff 1 at Newton Scrape on 8th 3 at East Chevington on 31st 
Bar-tailed Godwit 9 on Holy Island causeway on 15th 
Black-tailed Godwit 36 at Newton Scrape on 8th and 3 on 10th 
Greenshank 2 at Cresswell Pond on 16th 3 on Holy Island causeway on 15th 
Whimbrel 1 over Branton on 17th 31 at Druridge on 28th 2 at Cullernose on 31st 
Red-necked Phalarope 1 at Branton Ponds on 25th 
Arctic Skua 7 near Boulmer on 27th  1 at Amble Harbour on 13th 
Mediterranean Gull 3 at Newbiggin Beach on 17th 
Little Gull 1 at East Chevington on 7th and 1 on 30th 1 at Newton Scrape on 5th 
Common Tern 2 at Branton Ponds on 6th 
Roseate Tern 1 on Brownsman on 8th 
Black Tern 1 on Brownsman on 8th 
Common Guillemot Many with youngsters off the Farnes on 8th 
Kingfisher 1 at Branton Ponds on 7th 
Tawny Owl 1 at Alnwick on 21st 1 at Yearle on 12th 
Little Owl 1 at Branton on 26th 
Common Swift 50+ at Alonwick on 13th and 10+ on 21st 14 over Glanton on 7th 6 over Akeld on 

12th 
Tree Pipit 1 at Weetwood Moor on 11th 1 at Ford Moss on 24th 
Yellow Wagtail 2 juveniles at Newton Scrape on 22nd 1 adult and 2 juveniles at Boulmer Beach on 

27th 1 at East Chevington on 31st 
Whinchat 2 in Hawsen Burn on 9th pair plus 4 juveniles near Torlee House on 12th 
Redstart 1 at East Bolton on 13th carrying food 2 at Ford Moss on 24th 
Lesser Whitethroat 3 at East Chevington on 23rd 
Spotted Flycatcher 1 at Branton Ponds on 14th  1 at Fontburn Reservoir on 3rd 1 in Harthope Burn on 

9th  
Jay 1 at Alnwick on 21st 
Raven 2 over Branton Ponds on 26th 
Linnet 30 at Old Yeavering on 12th 
Goldfinch Many juveniles at Smeafield on 29th  
Greenfinch A family at Smeafield on 14th 
INVERTEBRATES
Banded Demoiselle 4 on River Aln near Lesbury on 14th 



Southern Hawker 3 at Branton Ponds on 7th  and 1 on 22nd 1 at Lemmington Hall on 15th 
Emperor Dragonfly 1 at Branton Ponds on 7th 
Golden-ringed Dragonfly 1 at Branton Ponds on 7th 
Four-spotted Chaser 2 at Branton Ponds on 7th  
Black-tailed Skimmer 1 at Big Waters on 7th 
Common Darter 1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 15th 
Black Darter 1 near Titlington Mount on 10th 
Emerald Damselfly 1 at Branton Ponds on 7th 4 near Titlington Mount on 10th 
Small Heath 19 at Weetwood Moor on 11th 
Small Copper 1 at Yearle on 14th and 23rd 
Dark-green Fritillary 1 at East Chevington on 7th 1 at Weetwood Moor on 11th 
Peacock 5 at Smeafield on 27th 1 at Yearle on 23rd and 2 on 27th 
Red Admiral 1 at Smeafield on 27th 
Painted Lady 1 at Howick Pool Field on 7th 1 at Lemmington Hall on 15th 1 at Yearle on 23rd 
Small Tortoiseshell 3 at Smeafield on 19th 1 at Yearle on 7th and 19th 
Comma 2 at Branton Ponds on 25th 
Wall 3 at Branton Ponds on 26th 
Speckled Wood 1 at Ketleburn on 3rd 
Elephant Hawk-moth 2 at Branton on 5th 
Poplar Hawk-moth 3 at Branton on 8th 
Hummingbird Hawk-moth 2 at Lemmington Hall on 24th 1 at Yearle during month
Garden Tiger 1 at Mindrum on 17th 
Antler moth 11 at Branton on 8th with 97 at Branton on 21st rising to 139 on 22nd 
Gold Spangle 1 at Branton on 10th 
Orange Swift 1 at Branton on 21st 
Birch Sawfly 1 at Alnwick on 24th 
PLANTS
Maiden Pink At Old Middleton on 7th 
Broad-leaved Helleborine Several at Branton Ponds
FUNGI
Common Stinkhorn In Alnwick on 19th at Fontburn Reservoir on 4th  
Dog’s Vomit Slime Mould In Holystone Woods on 18th 
False-puffball Slime Mould By River Aln on 7th 
MAMMALS
Stoat 1 at Branton Ponds on 24th killing an  Adder 
Harbour Porpoise 1 off Newton Point on 25th up to 2 at Craster from 6th to 18th 
Bottlenose Dolphin 6 at Craster on 6th 4 on 18th and 30 on 24th 10 off Stag Rocks on 12th 6 off Amble 

Harbour on 13th 
Hedgehog 2 at Yearle from 2nd to 11th 
RAINFALL 28mm
OBSERVERS G&R Bell, J Carr-Ellison, J Chubb, I&K Davison, G Dodds,

M&J Drage, P&A Hanmer, P Jobson, A&M Keeble, M McMahon,
S Reay, AWG field trip.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

To get involved or for more information call Jennifer 
on: 0191 284 6884 or email 

Jennifer.Care@northwt.org.uk 
 

revitalisingredesdale.org.uk   
facebook.com/revitalisingredesdale 


